
VERSUS SYSTEMS TO PARTNER WITH 704GAMES TO PROVIDE IN-GAME PRIZING 
 

704Games - makers of NASCAR Heat - to bring prizing technology to upcoming games 
 
Vancouver, British Columbia – August 9, 2017 – Versus Systems, Inc. (CSE: VS, OTCQB: VRSSF, 

FRA: BMVA) today announced that the company has partnered with 704Games to provide in-

game prizing in their upcoming titles.   

704Games is working with Versus System’s prizing and promotions platform to provide players 

with opportunities for in-game prizing and real-world rewards in their upcoming titles on mobile 

and console. In spring 2017, 704Games released NASCAR Heat Mobile, the first authentic 

NASCAR racing game on mobile to feature 40 stock cars racing simultaneously. 704Games also 

recently announced the upcoming release of NASCAR Heat 2, which will be available on Xbox 

One, Playstation 4, and PC.  

“We think this can be a great way to bring new, exciting engagement to our games and also 
blend in the wide-range of sponsors across the sport,” said Ed Martin, President of 
704Games.  “We’re looking forward to working with Versus to see how we can use our games 
to bring this to the fans.” 
 
Matthew Pierce, CEO of Versus Systems said: “We are thrilled to be working with 704Games to 
give gamers the opportunity to win real prizes from their favorite brands inside their favorite 
racing games. This is a fantastic partnership for us and we look forward to building Versus 
prizing into all of 704Games upcoming titles.”  
 
Versus Systems, Inc. has developed a proprietary in-game conditional prizing and promotions 

engine that enables players to compete for and win real prizes from brands that they care about 

while playing their favorite games. Versus allows game developers and publishers to provide 

players with prizes that players can win inside their favorite games, adding a new dimension to 

gameplay, as well as engagement never before experienced. Versus prizing includes gear, 

apparel, tickets, energy drinks, and downloadable content from brands like Tier 1, Han Cholo, 

Rockstar Energy Drink and others. Learn more at https://www.versussystems.com. 

For Versus Systems’ Press Kit, please click on the link below: 
https://spaces.hightail.com/receive/ojMVHMVobm.  
 
For Versus Systems, contact Liz Pieri 
m: 626-818-7580 
liz@pieripr.com 
 

For 704Games, contact Sean Burke 
Product Marketing Manager 
seanb@704games.com 
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